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Dedication 
 
 
The work is dedicated to my great grandfather, the late 
Rabbi Nachum Magid. 
 
Due to the books he wrote and the names he mentioned,  
I was able to begin this quest and carry it on to this stage. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Thanks to the late Rabbi Noach Kaplin for reprinting “Nechamot Israel”. 
 
His preface, listing the books that Nachum Magid wrote, intrigued me  
enough to find and buy the books. Too bad he could not have enjoyed  
the results. 
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Introduction to the second edition: 

 
 
This work concludes six years of research, which I undertook in order to find out 

where my family came from, who they were, and where are they now. 

 
With the aid of members of our family, the Internet, Libraries and many people whom    

I met during those years. I was able to carry on the task, and present to all of you this 

comprehensive study.  

 

It begins at the turn of the 19th Century in Lithuania, and covers the families of 8 out of 

the 9 brothers and sisters, the families are located today all around the Globe, we can 

find them in New Zealand, Australia, Thailand, Israel, England, Canada and the USA. 

 

The changes, corrections and additions to the first edition are typed in red ink, this will 

help those of you who had the first edition and would like to look at the changes only. 
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Preface: 

This document concludes three wonderful years of research. During that period I met people 

and visited places that otherwise I would never have done. I discovered people strange to my 

world: they were kind, pleasant and helpful. 

My reward was the discovery of a very large family, scattered all over the globe. I know that    

I surprised many of you with my phone calls, some of you were suspicious at first, most of  

you co-operated from the beginning, each with what he or she knew. Your answers helped to 

nearly complete my task. 

I’m sure that many times I had got on your nerves asking questions again and again, but 

every bit of information was needed. Thank you for your patience and for putting up with my 

stubbornness. 

I know that some of my questions opened up old wounds for some of you. To you I apologize. 

Many thanks, to a wonderful lady from the Waldheim Cemetery who co-operated and helped. 

Without her this work could not have been done. 

Last but not least, my wife Tzipa who helped me all those years. She deserves a salute for 

her patience with my work, for bearing with my trips to Jerusalem, with my endless phone 

calls, local and overseas, and for typing and retyping this work. She is great. 

Many of you wrote to me. You mentioned names of people whom you thought are related to 

the family. So far I did not find the connection. Maybe someone would have an answer. All 

those people were in the States: 

1. Joe Ralph: Isaak Jonas Raus (see page 82) 

2. Ben Gross and his daughter Roslyne: (see page 34).  

3. The Rappaport family: Mrs. Rappaport was the sister of Sara Bloomberg and                                                                                                                                                   
Rachel Grossbard.  

4. The Mandel family 

5. The Block family: Lena Block was sister of Jennie & Gertrude Blumberg (page 81).  

6. The Fisher family: (see page 71)  

I’m certain that you’ll have many additions and corrections. Please send me every bit of 

information that you might come up with. I would also like to have the dates of arrival to the 

U.S.A for the Bloomberg, Bonner and Becker families, as well as copies of their naturalization 

certificates. They might contain valuable information about their parents and origins. 
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I intend to continue my research in order to find information about the three sisters whose 

names I know, but have no knowledge of their whereabouts or of their descendents. I just 

read old Hebrew newspapers published in Russia. In Hamelitz of 1895, I found a list of donors 

in a local synagogue in Shavile, among them were Y. Shifman & A. Bloomberg. In Hamelitz of 

1901, I found another list of donors from Shavile.  In the  list  I  found  Shlomo  Shifman  and  

A. Bloomberg. Was Abraham Bloomberg in Shavile in 1901? Jack Blumberg thinks he was.    

So I’ll continue my search for the other relatives mentioned. 

The Archives of Lithuania are now open to researchers. With the knowledge about; Moshe 

Aharon and Bluma Chane Grossbard, as well as the names of their children. It might be 

possible to locate in the files some information about their ancestors and origin. I'll try to 

continue my search after that as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nachum Kaplan 

P. O. Box 4541 

Caesarea 38900 

Israel 

 

Phone: 972-4-6360357 

Fax:      972-4-6261024 

Email:  nzkaplan@netvision.net.il 
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Map of Jewish Lithuania 

 

 

 

 

 

Boundaries of Jewish Lithuania include areas that belong today to: 

Belarus, Latvia and Poland 
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                                                                                                                                      July 2003 

THE SEARCH FOR THE FAMILY OF MOSHE AHARON & BLUMA CHANE  

 

This is the story of a research for the descendants of Moshe Aharon & Bluma Chane, which 

began 3 years ago, by pure chance. 

Until 3 years ago I had very little knowledge about our family. My father told me that our last 

name was not always Kaplan, and that his father had adopted it because he was never given 

a last name. His grandfather escaped from the Russian army, called himself Nachum Magid 

(preacher), because that was his occupation. 

Nachum Magid came to Palestine around 1890 with three daughters and one son (that son 

also adopted Kaplan as his last name). He left his elder son (my grandfather) who was a      

scholar, with his brother in law The “Chafetz Chaim”, to study in his yeshiva in Radin. 

I knew that one of his daughters immigrated to New Zealand, another daughter and a son 

moved to London. Only one daughter, whom I knew personally, remained in Palestine. 

My father told me that his grandfather was a famous preacher in the old city of Jerusalem.  

That he was supported by his sister who lived in Chicago. And that he’s buried on the Mount 

of Olives in Jerusalem. That was all I knew. 

In the spring of 2000 I received a phone call from a cousin whom I had never met, Rabbi 

Catriel David Kaplin from London; he had recently moved to Jerusalem, and wanted to visit 

my father who was recovering from an operation. 

I met Rabbi Kaplin in Tel Aviv in order to drive him over to my father. As he entered the car, 

he gave me a present: A book written by Nachum Magid in 1902, reprinted by Rabbi Kaplin’s 

late father, Rabbi Noach Kaplin, who added a preface. The book “NECHAMOT ISRAEL” was 

a commentary on the Song of Songs with the approval of the greatest rabbis of that period. 

From the preface that Nachum Magid wrote, I learned about the name of his parents, the late 

Moshe Aharon & the then living Bluma Chane, about his doings in Lithuania & Poland, and 

his arrival in Palestine around 1890. 
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From the new preface written by his grandson Rabbi Noach Kaplin, I learned that Nachum 

Magid wrote the following books all about religious issues and with the approval by the 

greatest rabbis of Jerusalem. 

1. Nechamot Israel Printed in 1902 

2. Nechamot Eretz Israel, part 1 Printed in 1908 

3. Nechamot Eretz Israel, part 2 Printed in 1911 

4. Nechamot Achdut Israel Attached to book no’ 3 

5. Nechamot Simchat Israel Attached to book no’ 3 

6. Nechamot Tzemach Israel Printed in 1909 

7. Nechamot Israel, 5 sermons Printed in 1912 

8. Nechamot Kdushat Eretz Israel, part 1 & 2 Printed in 1913 

Rabbinic approvals for Nechamot Eretz Israel, part 1 (1908) 
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I became curious and ambitious. I decided to try and buy all the books. That decision took me 

into a world that I never knew.  

At first I called a friend in Jerusalem. He knew dealers of old religious books (not book shops), 

from the Orthodox community. He gave me a few names and when they heard my request, 

they passed it around. In no time I received calls asking me to come to Jerusalem to get 

books. A few I visited at home, but most of them met me on street corners, entered my car, 

showed me the books and took their money. I never asked about the source. Most books 

were in good condition considering the time that had passed since they were printed. By now 

I’ve 3 copies of each book and am looking for more. 

In each of the books Nachum Magid wrote a preface. In the preface he mentioned names of 

family members and other people who had helped him with the printing costs. These pages 

were inserted in different places and one had to go through the books in order to find them.  

Nachum Magid wrote in the preface to his book, printed in 1911, that he had prepared for 

print 2 more books. They were never found. I think that because of WWI he did not publish 

them. I tried to locate the manuscripts in archives but had no luck. The Titles are:  

1. Nechamot Yeshuat Israel 

2. Nechamot Taharat Israel 

 

All the books were dedicated to his late son Noach who died young leaving no children. 

 

 

Sample of dedication to Noach 
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In some cases, I found the same book with a different front page. It seems that when Nachum 
Magid had several big or important donors for the same book, he printed a small quantity to 
honor each of them. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Right: Front page of a book without 

          Any Dedication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below: Front page of the same book, 

           Dedicated to the memory of 

           Meyer Lustgarten. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dedication 
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In 1912, Nachum Magid published a booklet that included 5 Sermons. 
 
He titled the booklet “NECHAMOT ISRAEL”, same as his book that was published in 1902. 
 
I wondered, why did he publish the booklet in 1912 while some of the Sermons had 
been published in the past as part of his other books. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
I found the answer when I found and bought the booklet in 2006. 

 
In the last page of the booklet he wrote, “I was blessed being 25 years a preacher in 
Jerusalem the holly city, God will bless all the Nation of Israel with good living”. 
 

The booklet commemorated his arrival in Jerusalem 25 years ago, in 1887. 
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One day I got a call from one of those dealers. He had found a book that was printed in 1908 
with a page of blessings to family members, a page he had never seen before. I drove at 
once to Jerusalem. It was a full page listing brothers, sisters, children and people that I could 
not place in the family tree. The page was added at the end of the book. 

                                         

The page with names of family members 

                               

 

After a year I was able to sort out the names into close family, distant relatives & donors. 
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That same dealer found, a few months later, while he was in N.Y., a receipt that Nachum 

Magid signed in 1908, upon receiving a gift of one Pound Sterling from his son in law in New 

Zealand. The gift is mentioned in the book that he wrote in 1908. He gave it to me as a gift. 

The receipt 

 

Rabbi Catriel David Kaplin with whom I consulted from time to time, found in his family 

archives the picture of Bluma Chane, Nachum Magid’s mother, taken in Shavil Lithuania. 

 

Bluma Chane in Shavil (date unknown) 
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Rabbi Kaplin gave me a copy of the address book of Nachum Magid. It contained 25 pages 

with 110 names of people and addresses all around the globe. The book was written in 

Hebrew, Yidish, English and Russian. After decoding the book I made a list of names and 

addresses. I found the addresses of Rachel Lea Lustgarten, Ida Bonner, Rabbi Album & his 

son who married the daughter of Ida Bonner, and of many others. 

Conversant now with all the names, I tried to locate them or at least to find information about 

them. I knew that Ida Bonner & Abraham Bloomberg lived in Chicago, Nachum Magid in 

Jerusalem, but had no idea about the others.  

I inquired about the people mentioned. I wanted to know who they were and what kind of 

relations Nachum Magid had with them. Many of the names I found in Encyclopedias and in 

books of that period. Some were famous Rabbis, Heads of Communities, some were well 

known contributors for the Orthodox Jews in Palestine. Many are still un-solved. 

In the same book, I found the names and addresses of three Rabbis named Grossbard of 

different towns in Lithuania. I traced down several Rabbis with that name in Israel. One of 

them asked to meet me and offered his help as he was also looking for information about his 

family. I showed him the address book; he knew about all the Grossbards, they were very 

famous Rabbis. He gave me the name of Rabbi Abraham Grossbard’s son, from Shirvint, who 

lived in Tel Aviv. To my regret he had died before I had a chance to talk to him.    

 

A page with the names of Rabbi Abraham Grossbard, Zimen, Perski & Silpert 
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I spoke to the widow of the late Mr. Grossbard who then directed me to a cousin. The cousin 

was very helpful. She recognized several names in the address book as relatives: Kalman 

Zimman from Tuvrig was a banker and the brother in law of rabbi Abraham Grossbard, Mrs. 

Perski from Allentown PA. Was the sister of rabbi Abraham Grossbard and Mrs. Silpert from 

Allentown PA was a cousin. Her maiden name was Grossman and previously Grossbard. 

I traced down a grandson of Rabbi Grossbard in Boston and called him up. He told me that 

his late mother, Bella Lown, had written a book about the family: “Memories of my life”.           

I bought the book and found more information. It looks like our family and the family of Rabbi 

Abraham Grossbard, had mutual roots that went back to the 18th century. 

On the Internet, I found a request for information about the Grossbard family and about 

families who changed their names upon arrival to the States, from Grossbard to Grossman 

and Gross. I wrote to the person in Boston. In reply he sent me a list that was prepared by 

Jack Gross, an attorney from L.A., the list begins with the grandfather of Rabbi Abraham 

Grossbard, Rabbi Dov Bear Grossbard, his sons Rabbi Yeuda Leib Grossbard (also in 

Nachum Magid’s address book) & Rabbi Baruch Grossbard, the father of Rabbi Abraham 

Grossbard and Mrs. Perski. Also on the list was Mrs. Silpert. The most interesting name on 

the list was Ben Gross, the son of Rabbi Yeuda Leib Grossbard. His name came up through 

Jack Blumberg & Donald Becker. They remembered his name as a cousin who had visited 

their family in Chicago on way out West. They were trying to trace his daughter Rosalyn. 

Another name in the address book was that of Rabbi Shlomo Eliashiv from Shavill. I showed it 

to Rabbi Kaplin who told me about him, he remembered that he has a letter written by Rabbi 

Eliashive where Nachum Magid’s name was mentioned. He gave me a copy of the letter.  

Rabbi Shlomo Eliashiv was a famous Kabalist (Jewish mysticism), and the grandfather of 

Rabbi Shalom Eliashiv, who is today the highest authority of Orthodox Jews. Through a friend 

I got the phone number of Rabbi Shalom Eliashiv’s grandson. I told him about the address 

book and the letter. He told me that he also has a letter from Rabbi Shlomo Eliashiv, with 

Nachum Magid’s name mentioned, and gave me a copy of that letter as well.  

 

Letter from Rabbi Eliashiv, requesting a book delivery via Nachum Magid Jerusalem 
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Rabbi Kaplin found a list of Lithuanians, who became Ottoman Subjects and had the right to 

vote in order to elect the Chief Sefaradic Rabbi of Jerusalem in 1907. Nachum Magid’s name 

was on top of the list. 

 

Voters list 1907 

In Israel, I went to libraries. In the National library in Jerusalem, I found all the books that 

Nachum Magid had written, they are listed under Nachum Magid (Bloomberg). I also found 

his books in the library of Rabbi Cook’s Institute in Jerusalem, in the Tel Aviv Municipal library 

and in The N.Y.C Municipal library (I spoke with them). In many books that were written about 

that period, I found reference to Nachum Magid. He was described as a great scholar,           

a preacher who drew crowds whenever he spoke, and as an author of important books.  The 

Tel Aviv Municipal library has a section of old newspapers. So far I read the complete 

volumes of Hachavatzelet from 1890 until 1896 and 1902, 1908. In the 1891 volume, I found 

an article about the arrival of a new Magid, in the 1902 & 1908 volumes, I found 

advertisements placed by Nachum Magid in order to sell his books. 

 

Advertisement for “Nechamot Israel” (Song of Songs), Hachavatzelet 1902 
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Advertisement for “Nechamot Eretz Israel” (part 1), Hachavatzelet 1908 

I called friends in Chicago from my world of stamp collecting. Someone sent me a book “The 

Jews of Chicago” by Irving Cutler. In it I found information about people mentioned by 

Nachum Magid, the only family member was Metta Lustgarten who was known as a singer. 

They also sent me “The guide 2000”, a journal published by the “Chicago Jewish News”.  

Around June 2001, I wrote a letter to “The Chicago Jewish News”. I listed the names that        

I knew and asked for their help in locating those families. I also asked them to print my letter 

in the newspaper. They did not refuse, but asked for payment as if it was a commercial 

advertisement, the price was too high; nevertheless they gave a copy of my letter to Irving 

Cutler who passed a copy of it to Dr. Norman Schwartz of the “Chicago Jewish Historical 

Society”. No one found any information on the family. Dr. Schwartz did send me some book 

clippings about names that Nachum Magid had mentioned in his books or which I found in his 

address book. At that stage I felt helpless and almost gave up on my research in the U.S.A. 

In Israel I continued my search. I visited the National Archives in Jerusalem, located the 

Census books of 1902 for Ashkenazi Jews, written in Hebrew. I found the pages for Nachum 

Magid and his family. He stated that he was born in 1833 in Lida and that his name was 

Nachum son of Moshe Aharon Magid. (Census books for Sefaradic Jews were in Arabic). 

When I came to the Archives the first time, I asked the worker for lists of Jewish residents in 

the Old City of Jerusalem at the turn of the 20th century. She did not lift her eyes and said: it’s 

all in Arabic, could you read it? The girl next to her looked at me and said: you look to me 

Ashkenazi, the books for Ashkenazi Jews are in Hebrew, then she handed to me two large 

books, which listed all the names of people that were home at the time of the Census.    

I also visited the office of an organization that collects money for needy Orthodox Jews. The 

organization was founded in its current form in 1885. They were very kind to me and pulled 

out from dusty shelves the book keeping records relating to that period. They loaned me the 

books, and at home I searched through them and found Nachum Magid’s name and how 

much money he had received each year from 1891 until he died in 1916. I also found Rachel 

Lea’s donation for Palestine in 1908. When I returned the books I gave them a donation, in 

return they gave me a copy of the book keeping records for 1903 until 1913, as a present. 
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Front page of book keeping records and list of receivers of donations for 1905-1907 

A visit to the burial companies in Jerusalem, resulted in the finding of the original burial books. 

They gave me a copy of the pages and a map of the cemetery on the “ Mount of Olives”, 

indicating the graves of Nachum & Raize. Nachum died a month after Raize, for unknown 

reasons. They are not buried in the same section. It’s believed that they died of hunger, which 

was caused by WWI. Later they sent me pictures of the tombstones. 

 

Page from burial book “Raize daughter of Shimon, wife of Nachum Magid” 

 

Page from burial book “Nachum son of Moshe Aharon Magid from Lida” 
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The breakthrough in my search for the family in Chicago came about in early 2002. 

The book “The Jews of Chicago” & “The guide 2000”, were on my desk ever since I had 

received them. From time to time I looked them over and over to find some clue, I think that    

I knew by heart the names and adds. One day it happened, an add caught my eye: 

“Jewish Cemeteries Preservation Foundation”, involved in the renovation and 

preservation of inactive Chicago area Jewish cemeteries. 

 

The add 

I decided to take a chance and called them up. A nice lady answered the phone; I presented 

my story to her and asked for her help. She said yes and requested the names. I sent her the 

names that I had; they were all Hebrew names the way Nachum Magid had spelled them.  

The lady turned out to be an angel. She had so much patience and lots of good will. She 

searched the names on her computer and sent me the output by fax. 

Sara & Abraham Bloomberg were the easiest to trace as they did not change their names. 

Next to Abraham was Rachel Lena Shapiro and next to Sara was Harry Bloomberg. I asked 

her to send someone who can read Hebrew, to copy the Hebrew inscriptions from the 

tombstones. Most Jewish tombstones have in addition to the official name, the Hebrew name 

and name of father. She sent a photographer and mailed the pictures. As I read Hebrew it 

was easy: The name on the tombstone was “Abraham son of Moshe Aharon”.  

Tombstones of Sara and Abraham Bloomberg at Waldheim cemetery 
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From the tombstones I learned that Mr. Bonner was not the father of Lillian Hirschtick, the 

script was “Rivka (Lillian) daughter of Mordechai Yackob. 

 

The tombstone 

There was no Hebrew inscription on Jennie Priess’s tombstone. Later I found that she also 

was the daughter of Mordechai Yackob.  

I looked for living members of the family. My angel from the foundation told me that the firm   

of Piser & Weinstein had conducted the funerals. I called them up and asked, if they had 

names of the people who looked after the graves. Because the people that whose graves       

I looked for, died a long time ago, they could not find their files on hand. I was told that old 

files are in the archives and it would take a long time to locate them. Anna Bonner who died in 

1984 was the only one they could find a file for. They had the name of Dr. Allan Hirschtick 

who cared for the funeral of Anna Bonner and paid for the flowers. I looked for Dr. Hirschtick’s 

phone number but could not find it. I found a phone number for Dr. Michael Hirschtick and 

decided to call him. He turned out to be the son of Allan Hirschtick. He was very surprised to 

hear from me and listen to my story, but was very pleasant. He told me that he knows very 

little about the family, but promised to ask his father upon his next visit to him. He told me that 

a cousin of his father lives in the same building as his father and gave me her name and 

phone number, she was Blume Lurie.  

Blume Lurie is a wonderful warm person. She is a walking Encyclopedia, a fountain of 

information on the family. She gave me much of the information on the Bloomberg & Bonner 

families, and some useful phone numbers as well, among them was the phone number of 

Dena Marcus who also helped me very much. Whenever I called Blume, she did her utmost 

to help. 

With all the information, the Internet became a useful tool. On www.ancestry.com I found the 

Census lists for 1920 & 1930. The 1920 list was of individuals while the 1930 list listed 

complete families, every family member born before 1930 was listed. I also used the Social 

Security Death Index on Ancestry, to find dates of birth and death and sometimes maiden 

names. 

http://www.ancestry.com/
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Sample of the 1930 Census for Sam Lustgarten’s family 

 

 

 

 

Sample of Ancestry’s Death Index, showing mother’s Maiden name 
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In Nachum Magid’s list of 1908 he wrote: “blessings to my brother David Grossbard, his son 

in law the Rabbi, son of the famous Rabbi, Head of the Rabbinic court in Bobroisk, and to his 

son Aharon Grossbard.”  

I went to the Rabbinical Library, in the Rabbi Cook Institute in Jerusalem. I looked for the 

name of the Rabbi of Bobroisk in 1908. The librarian opened a large book ”God’s Tents” that 

was printed in 1912. The book listed Communities and the names of the Chief Rabbis in 

each. It also contained information about each of the Rabbis and their families.  

In the book I found the name that I was looking for, the Rabbi of Bobroisk was Rabbi Shmuel 

Moshe Shapira, but which one out of his seven sons was married to the daughter of David 

Grossbard, I do not know to this moment. 

 

From “God’s Tents”: Rabbi Shmuel Moshe Shapira of Bobroisk 

The librarian suggested that I should read the preface of a book: “Torat Rephael” written 

about Rabbi Shapira’s brother, Rephael Shapira which was printed in Jerusalem in 1943. 

In the book I found the remark “thanks for the help of our in law Aharon Grossbard in memory 

of his late father David Grossbard & his late mother Rachel Frida.” 

  

Thank you my honorable in law Aharon Grossbard 

I began to search for family members of Rabbi Shapira. I found many descendants of his 

brothers, but none of his. I spoke with the person who raised the funds, for the printing of the 

above- mentioned book, he’s very old and could not remember the name Grossbard. 

Two months ago, while searching Ancestry for the name Grossbard. I found a request for 

information on Aharon & Malka Grossbard who came from Lithuania and died in Tel Aviv.       

I wrote to the person asking if he knew the name of Aharon’s father. He wrote back that he’s 

related to Mrs. Grossbard, but knows very little about Mr. Grossbard.  
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He only knew that the Grossbard family was rich. They came to Palestine in 1932. He also 

knew that Mr. Grossbard died in 1949 and Mrs. Grossbard had died in 1951. 

I called the Tel Aviv burial company. They traced both graves in an old cemetery in Tel Aviv. 

Then I asked to see the burial books. The clerk said that she has no authority to show me the 

books. I asked to talk to her superior. At first he refused as well. I explained to him that            

I research the family roots, at this stage he said: “I can not show you the book, but I’ll allow 

my clerk to read the contents of the page to you while you write it down”.  

The books revealed that Aharon Grossbard, was the son of Rachel Frida and David         

Grossbard; that he was born in Kurshan Lithuania, the names matched my information. I also 

learned about his address and occupation, and the most important information was, the 

names of the people who helped with the funeral and their addresses. One of the names was 

familiar to me. I called a friend in Tel Aviv who has the same family name, I asked him if he 

knew the person. He replied that the person was his late uncle, he also told me that his family 

and the Grossbards were friends, as well as distant relatives. He remembered the name of 

one of Aharon Grossbard’s grand daughters but did not know were she lived. 

I tracked down the grand daughter in Tel Aviv she had no knowledge about her grandfather’s 

family history. She told me that her grandfather had a brother who was a banker in Kurshan in 

Lithuania, but did not know his name. She knew that the brother had three daughters and that 

he, his wife and one daughter were killed by the Germans during WW II, the two surviving 

daughters immigrated to the U.S.A after the war. She also knew that her grandfather had two 

sisters who lived in Tel Aviv. I asked her if she heard about a sister who was married to the 

son of Rabbi Shmuel Moshe Shapira, her answer was negative, but she did remember that 

her Grandfather was involved in the construction of a synagogue in Tel Aviv. 

I searched on the Net, www.jewishgen.org for “Kurshan”, and found that in 1899, in a meeting 

held in the synagogue, Rabbi Shmuel Moshe Shapira, his son Abraham Shapira and Aharon 

Grossbard, among others, donated money for Palestine. 

I went to visit the synagogue in Tel Aviv. The synagogue was built in 1934, in one of the 

better sections of the city. The building is large and beautiful, but since then the neighborhood 

had deteriorated, and the building as well, inside and outside. Along the walls there are book 

cabinets that can be hardly opened. The books were donated to the synagogue many years 

ago, some of them are very valuable and rare, but they are dusty and damaged from moths. 

During my first visit the place was closed, I looked through a broken window and saw three 

marble plaques on the walls, one of which was dedicated to the builders and contributors. 

And there was the name of Aharon son of David Grossbard. Another plaque with dedications 

to family members reads: in memory of David son of MOSHE AHARON Grossbard who died 

in 1915. A 3rd plaque was in memory of Aharon Chaim son of David Grossbard. BINGO. 
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I found out that the synagogue is open from 6 until 9 AM and form 5 until 7 PM. I came in the 

morning and met with the Rabbi. He allowed me to bring a photographer and take pictures of 

the plaques, as well to look through the books; I saw many books from the estate of Aharon 

Grossbard. The books where donated by his widow and each was hand stamped. 

 

The memorial plaques 

 

Ever since I first spoke to Blume Lurie about a year ago, she insisted that she heard the name 

Grossbard, mentioned as the real name of her grandfather Abraham Bloomberg. She was 

told that the name was changed in order to avoid service in the Russian army. She also knew 

that her parents were first cousins, but did not know how. Her mother was the daughter of 

Abraham Bloomberg, her father was William Becker, how was Becker related to Bloomberg? 

The answer came last month. From time to time I sent Blume Lurie, drafts of my work with list 

of names for her remarks. Blume showed one of the drafts with the list of names to her cousin 

Donald Becker. Donald wrote to me that he knew his grandmother was related to Abraham 

Bloomberg and Ida Bonner, but did not know how. He knew that she died in Chicago around 

1897 when his father was about five years old, but had no idea were she was buried. He was 

told that her maiden name was Grossbard but did not know her first name. 

I called up my friend at Waldheim cemetery. She searched on the computer and traced the 

location of the grave. At my request she sent someone to copy the Hebrew inscription from 

the tombstone and mailed it to me. It reads: ”Minucha (Minnie) daughter of MOSHE AHARON 

wife of Mordechai”. 

Now we know Donald’s grandmother, Minnie Becker, was a sister of Abraham Bloomberg, Ida 

Bonner, Nachum Magid and the other. Nachum Magid had never mentioned her name in his 

books, why? I can only guess, that because she had died a long time before his first book 

was published. Another reason could be, that he had never mentioned in his books names of 

people who did not help him financially, he did not even mention the names of his children.       
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Waldheim files and Hebrew inscription from tombstone 

 
 
 

 

 

 

All those years, I wondered why three brothers had different family names. I found out that it 

was in order to avoid the service in the Russian army.  

I wondered what was our real family name. This research gave me the answer. 

Now it’s final: our last name was GROSSBARD. 
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Addendum.                                                                                                2007 

 

It has been over 3 years, since I sent out my work to members of the family, in Sept. 2003.  

 

I must admit, that I hesitated whether to send it out. I knew there was much still missing but 

did not know were to find it. My decision to send it, was based on the thought that while you 

read it, you might remember or search for old files, and send me the missing items or clues, 

which will help me to continue my research. 

 

Your reactions to my work where great, and I was right: many of you, while reading, 

remembered, some found old family notebooks, baby books and old letters. All that 

information was sent to me, and made it possible for me to continue my research, mainly 

through the Internet. 

 

The new information brought up new questions, I found names of people that are definitely 

related to us, in some cases we even do not know how. 

 

 

 

 Sample of the letters. 

 

 

       Steve Bloomberg 

 

 

 

   Blume Lurie 
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     Judy Kaplow 

 

     Jon Hirschtick 

 

      Jean Nerenberg 

 

In the past, I spent lots of time in library reading rooms, looking for information in 19th century 

Hebrew newspapers. During 2004, our National Library in cooperation with other research 

Institutes, began a project of placing some of the most important newspapers on the internet, 

so far they completed Hachavatzelet, Halevanon, Hamagid, Hatzfira and Hamelitz, during 

2005 they intend to bring up Hatzvi. You can find it on www.jnul.huji.ac.il.  

Those newspapers were published in Palestine, Russia and Poland; they contain lots of 

information and provide a good tool for any researcher who can read Hebrew.       

 

Most of the information in the newspapers is about Jewish communities, but there is also 

personal news such as announcements about births, engagements, marriages and deaths or 

even changes of address. Another section deals with donations of all kinds:  

Donations, Charity or the SHNORE Business. In every small town there were several 

collectors, they were collecting for endless reasons, for buying land in Palestine, Help for the 

poor farmers and farm workers in Palestine, buying Citrus trees in Palestine, helping rebuild 

homes caught on fire, building libraries in Palestine, helping a poor Rabbi’s widow and 

children and so on and on. The names of the donors include the sum they gave. The 

collectors names and their location were printed from time to time on complete pages of the 

newspapers. It took patience to go over thousands of names, but the results I think are great.  
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Sample of a newspaper page with personal announcements 

 

 

 

  

 

The pages had to be magnified in order to read the announcements. 
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Personal announcements 

 

 

 

Blessings to Rabbi Shmuel Moshe Shapiro, Head of the Rabbinical Court in Kurshan 

and David Grossbard, upon the marriage of their children on June 16th, 1899. (page 54) 

Hamelitz June 25th, 1899 

 

 

 

 

Blessing my relative Yoseph Shiffman from Shavill, upon the marriage of his daughter 

with Yitzchak Rabinowitz (page 66). Hamelitz July 5th, 1901 

 

 

 

 

Blessings from trade helpers of Israel Choronziansky, for the marriage of his son. 

Among the congratulators is Yoseph Yeshayaue Raus (son in law) of Abraham 

Bloomberg (page 83). Hatzfira, Feb. 18th, 1902 

 
 

 
 

 
Blessings to Gittel & Abraham Bloomenfeld upon the birth of Israel (page 113). 

Hachavatzelet March 12th 1899 
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Donations 

 

                                                                   

 

Collecting in Shavill for hungry Jews in South Russia, among the names are: 

Shmuel David Leibowitz (son in law of Shlomo Shiffman), Shlomo Shiffman and 

Abraham Bloomberg. Hamelitz May 5th, 1901. 

 

                                                                 

 

Collecting in Shavill for the victims of the riots in Kishinov, among the names are: 

Abraham Bloomberg, Shlomo Shiffman, Shmuel David Leibowitz (son in law of Shlomo 

Shiffman), Yitzchak Abramowitz (son in law of Yosef Shiffman), Moshe son of Yosef 

Shiffman, Benzion (son in law of Yosef Shiffman), Yosef Shiffman & Moshe Dov Fisher. 

Hamelitz June 18th, 1903 
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On Sept. 6th, 1897 we commemorate 630 years, since the return of Jews to settle in 

Jerusalem by the Ramba”n, Sep. 6th, 1267. 

 

 

 

On that occasion we donate for settling the Holly Land in Jerusalem, among the names 

is Abraham Bloomenfeld (son in law of Nachum Magid). 

Hamelitz Oct. 17th, 1897 

 

 

 

Collecting in Kurshan for the workers in Palestine, among the names are: 

David Grossbard & his son in law Abraham Shapiro. 

Hamelitz Nov. 4th, 1901 

 

 

 

Collecting in Shavill for workers in Palestine, among the names is Yosef Shiffman. 

Hamelitz Nov. 4th, 1902 
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Collecting in Shavill for fire victims in Lithuanian towns, among the names are: 

Yacov Shless (son in law of Yosef Shiffman), Yosef Shiffman, Abraham Bloomberg 

& Shmuel Liebowitz (son in law of Shlomo Shiffman). Hamelitz Sept. 5th, 1895 
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Ben Gross: 

 

I mentioned on pages 15 & 16 of my work, about the Grossbard’s, which I found in Nachum 

Magid’s address book and the connection to Ben Gross.  

 

Recently I received a very comprehensive list of the Grossbard family, from a Rabbi David 

Grossbard in Israel, his grandfather Aaron Zeev (killed by Lithuanian thugs in 1921) and Ben 

were brothers.  

According to the list, the family tree begins with Rabbi Dov Ber Grossbard who comes from    

a dynasty of 38 generations of Rabbis. This was found written in an old prayer book, but there 

is no mention of names and the where about of the dynasty.  

 

Rabbi Dov Ber Grossbard had several children, among them was Rabbi Baruch Grossbard;   

a book about his family “Memories of my life” was written by his granddaughter Bella Lown. 

Rabbi Yeuda Leib Grossbard who was known as “the saint of Tuvrig (Lithuania)”, from his first 

wife (name unknown) had 4 children and from his second wife Chaya had 8 children, among 

them Bert, Ben, Martha and Morris who came to the US. They followed Phillip Grossbard, A 

brother from the first wife who came to the US in 1892, they all changed their names to 

Gross. Another son of Rabbi Dov Ber was Rabbi Mordechai Grossbard who changed his 

name to Grossman.   

 

By this time of my search, Donald Becker had found for me the phone no’ of Roslyne Stern, 

daughter of Ben Gross, she added some information about her father, she remembered   

Samuel Becker, Nathan Blumberg and Sam Lustgarten as second cousins, she also told me 

that Ben and Bert went first to Butte, Montana, then to Sheridan, Wyoming, they dealt in raw 

hides.  

 

In the early 20’s Ben came to Chicago, Ben was married to Clara, they had 2 children 

Roslyne Stern and Leonard Gross. Roslyne told me that Ben refused to become a Rabbi, he 

fled home for Vilna because he wanted to learn music. His father brought him back home by 

force, afterwards he fled again and immigrated to the US to join his brother Bert.  

 

I located Bert’s son Lionel Gross in Chicago, he knew very little about his family, he told me 

that Bert did not talk much about his father. Bert also refused to become a Rabbi and was 

beaten by his father for it, Bert fled home and immigrated to the US.  

 

I’ve information on almost all of Ben’s brothers and sisters, I’ll add it as soon as I’ll establish 

how we are related. From the information that I found through documents and talks with 

members of the Grossbard family in Israel, I tend to think that Rabbi Dov Ber Grossbard, 

Ben’s grandfather, was the brother of Moshe Aharon, the head of our family.  
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Nov. 12, 2004, last night I received a package of papers sent from Jack Blumberg, his sister 

Nancy found them while moving to a new apartment, the papers included information about 

our family, they were from a book that was written by Joseph Lavee from Israel, I traced the 

widow of Mr. Lavee in Jerusalem, she had a few copies and sent it to me. 

 

 It was a booklet written by Joseph Lavee in 1982 after two years of research, he wrote it in 

memory of his family that had perished in the Holocaust. He sent copies only to family 

members, which he knew or heard about. One copy was sent to the Holocaust memorial   

“Yad Vashem” in Jerusalem. 

 

Mr. Lavee is the grandson of Lea & Shlomo Shiffman (page 69 of my work), he knew all about 

Shlomo Shiffman’s family (9 brothers & sisters) but had very little information about the family 

of Lea Shiffman, he did not mention Minnie Becker, Ida Bonner, Nachum Magid and Abraham 

Bloomberg, he wrote about Maine & Moshe Dov Fisher (page 71 of my work) but not about 

their children.   
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 During my long research, I made many acquaintances from the ultra orthodox community, for 

them my work was a holly mission, mainly because of our rabbinical background and our 

relations to very important rabbinical dynasties, and they took pride in helping me. 

They pointed me to sources of information or sent me written material, they found for me 

more books written by Nachum Magid and some documents. 

 

 

 

 

Receipt for a gift from Rabbi Pitkowsky in Wellington New Zealand, to his father in law 

Rabbi Nachum Magid, for the sum of 30 Shillings for the New Year 1911. 

Found recently in NY by a book dealer. 

 

 

 

 

Another letter by Rabbi Eliashiv from Shavill, it’s to a book dealer, in which he 

mentioned Rabbi Nachum Magid. Found by the great grandson of Rabbi Eliashiv 
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Nachum Magid’s real name,? From an article by Mr. Karlin about his impressions and 

memories, from life in the court yard of “Churvat Rabbi Yeuda Achasid” from his arrival at the 

age of 10, in 1891 until 1940. 

In the article he describes the Sermons that where given every Saturday by the preacher from 

Warsaw Rabbi Nachum Pupkin. He also tells about an incident that caused Nachum’s son 

to change his name from Aharon (Arke) Pupkin to Kaplan. Was it another name he used?    

 

 
 

Published in the Jerusalem Almanac 11th edition, 1950. 

 

Description of a Sermon on the evening of 9th AV, given by Rabbi Nachum, the sermon took 

four hours and was about the destruction of Jerusalem and life in the diaspora. 

 

 
 

Published in Jerusalem in “AOR” newspaper July 25th, 1912 
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All Lithuania Database (ALD) 

 

This Internet site is about the best tool for researching family roots in Lithuania. During my 

initial work until the beginning of 2003, I searched this site from time to time and found some 

information about our family. At that time the ALD was updated until 1999. 

Last week, May 2005, I visited that site again it is now updated until October 2003. I began to 

search for names of people and for towns connected to our family, and I found lots of new 

information in the Tax and Voters Lists as well as in the Revision Lists. 

 

From the Tax and Voters list we learn about residence, property, occupation, financial 

situation, right to vote, right to be elected, age, name of father and whether the subject was   

a tax payer. So far I found a few files, maybe for the next edition I’ll find more of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tax and voters lists for David and his son Aaron Grossbard from 1883-1904, both were 

wealthy and had the right to vote. 

Who is Shimon Grossbard in the upper list that lived also in Kurshan, is it another 

member of our family un-known to us or another name for Zusman? (page 45). 
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Tax and voters list for Rabbi Moshe Shmuel Shapira and his son Abram Shapiro      

(son in law of David Grosbard), both where rich. 

 

 

 

 

Tax and voters list for Shlomo Shiffman son of Eliezer and husband of Lea; he was 

Candidate for Municipal Elections in 1910. 

 

 

 

 

Tax and voters list for Eta & Shaya Rauz; she was the daughter of Abraham Blumberg. 

Mr. Rauz son of Zakharya was a Candidate for Municipal Elections in 1910. 
 

 

 

 

Tax and voters list for Laib Dombe, he was on the list of relatives in Nachum Magid’s 

book issued in 1908, I do not know yet how he is related. 

Mr. Dombe was a Candidate for Municipal Elections in 1910, was elected in 1911. 
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During my entire research I thought that the family came from Shavill in the Kovno region of 

Lithuania, I thought so after speaking to many people in our family, they remembered stories 

from parents and grandparents in which Shavill was mentioned, David Grossbard’s family 

remembered Kurshan. The lists of donations in newspapers from the end of the 19th century, 

had justified my thoughts, Bloomberg, Fisher and the Shiffman brothers were found in Shavill 

lists, while Grossbard was in the Kurshan list. 

 

I ordered records from the Lithuanian State Archive that concerned our family, I received 

copies of the original documents in Russian and English translations as well. The new records 

revealed a surprise, in the middle of the 19th century the family lived in Luoke known also as 

Luknik in the Kovno region. 

 

 

 

 

 

Map of Kovno region, Luoke is near Kurshan 

 

Luoke was a small settlement, the Jewish population in 1847 was around 950 people, and in 

1897 the Jewish population was only 800 or less then 200 families, Luoke was totally burnt in 

1887, were some records destroyed in the fire, was it then when our family moved to other 

towns? I have no answer. In this small community like in many others, there were two Rabbis, 

one was elected by the community, he was in charge of all religious events, the other was a 

government elected Rabbi, he had to know Russian and was in charge for all the community 

registrations, such as weddings, births, deaths, revision lists and tax and voters lists. In many 

cases there had been clashes between the two of them and between the government elected 

Rabbi and the community. 

 

Another surprise was, the registration under the name Grossbard, the ages that provided the 

year of birth, the names of the parents of Moshe and Bluma and the name of another son. 
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1858 Revision list of the Grossbard family in Russian. 

 

 

 

The original document is a double page, names of men are on the left and names of 

women are on the rights. The Russian script handwriting is very difficult to read. 

 

 

 

From the document we learn: name of Moshe’s father was Zusman and so was his son 

called. Bluma’s father was Chaim, Rochel was married to Yoseph Shiffman, Matle to 

Shlomo Shiffman, Mine married Moshe dov Fisher and Mnukha married Marcus Becker. 
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Ida Boner was born in 1861; Abraham, Nachum and David were in the Ieshiva.   

 

 

Rabbi Noach Kaplin, listening to Gittle Bloomenfeld while she visited in London in 

1935, wrote this document. She told him about her father Rabbi Nachum Magid “ The 

saint was born in Kibarti near Shavill, his father was a settler, he studied in Mir and 

Volozin. He was head of Ieshiva and Dayan under Rabbi Mordechi Meltzer in Lida. He 

then became a Magid in Warsaw, he learned with the son of Alper, he always dreamed 

about Jerusalem, he was a Magid in Jerusalem for 35 years during the period of Rabbi 

Shmuel Salant”. 

 

I had this document for several years, it was given to me by Rabbi David Kaplin, Noach’s son, 

we felt that there was some mistake, Kibarti was a large town on the German border and not 

near Shavil, recently I found a document which clarified it: 

 

 

 

Tax and Voters list for Grouzberg (translating error) Moshe son of Zusman, who lived 

in Luoke in 1859. 
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He rents around 20 acres in the village of Kybartai, Siauliai (Shavill) district. 

I searched for the village Kybartai and for the Kurtuveniai area in the Shavill district. I could 

not find them in books about Lithuania, I tried GOOGLE and came out empty handed. As       

a last chance I tried MAPQUEST on the Internet, I enlarged the Shavill area and found it, the 

current name is KYBARCIAI. 

 

 

 

KYBARCIAI is located A few miles south of the Shavill Kurshan highway. 

Kurtuveniai is located about a mile south in another map. 

 

1866 Revision list for Abraham Bloomberg in Russian. 

 

 

 

From the original document. Abram Borukh son of Movsha (Moshe) Bloomberg is 

listed on May 5th, 1866 living in Luoke, it states that he moved to another Jewish 

community in 1889. (lower name in no’ 18 on the list) 
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He lived with another male in the apartment (translator could not make out the name). 

  

 

Tax and Voters list for Leyzer Shifman 

 

 

 

Leyzer Shifman the father of Yosef who married Rachel Grossbard and Shlomo who 

married Lea Grossbard, lived in Luoke in 1846. 

 

 

Revision list for the Shifman family in 1858 

 

 

 

The family lived in Kurshan in 1858, at the end of the 19th century, Yosef and Shlomo 

lived in Shavill. 

 

 

In the same area, we find the Fisher family in a small village called Saukenai in 1866, the 

town is located 6 miles from Kurtuveniai (see the Grossbard farm), around 550 Jews lived 

there in the middle of the 19th century. 

 

 

 

Revision list of the Fisher family in Saukenai 1866, the son Movsha Ber (Moshe Dov) 

was later married to Maine Grossbard. Moshe dov and Maine lived in Shavill at the end 

of the 19th century. 
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Who is Zusman Grossbard? 

 

In the Revision List for the Grossbard family in Luoke 1858, there is a Zusman Grossbard 

listed as son of Moshe Grossbard age 18 (named after his grandfather).  

 

 

 

 

During my research I came across his name once more. His name was on the list of donors 

who collected funds for Palestine during prayers in Kurshan in 1897.  

 

 

 

 

On the same list was Zusman’s nephew Aharon Grossbard and Aharon’s brother in law 

Abraham Shapiro. On the voters list (page 38) I found Shimon Grossbard, could he be 

Zusman. I called up the grandchildren of Aharon Grossbard. They never heard the name. 

 

I found another Zusman Grauzbord son of Berel (Dov Ber) on the Tax and Voters list in 

Luoke, I called up several Grossbards in Israel, but no one had heard that name. 

 

I mentioned in my work (pages 15,16), about some of the Grossbards who changed their 

names to Grossman, I found in the Revision List of 1866 a Zusman Grossman in Luoke, he 

moved from Luoke in 1880. I spoke to the grand daughter of Rabbi Guttel Grossman from 

Luoke, he left in 1882 to the USA and changed his name to Rabbi Goodman Grossman, at 

first he lived in Butte, Montana, then lived in Allentown, PA, one of his sons was Zissel 

Grossman, to my regret she never heard that name.  
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Nachum Magid in his books, mentioned the names of his sisters and brothers, the only name 

that he omitted was of his sister Minie (Menucha) Becker who died in 1897. Could it be that 

because he began writing his books after 1902 he did not mention her? Could it be that 

Zusman Grossbard died as well before Nachum Magid began writing, or maybe he broke 

away from the family tradition like in the case of Bert and Ben Gross (Grossbard)? Their ultra 

orthodox religious relatives in Israel would not mention their names.   

 

 I wrote to the Lithuanian State Archive, asking about Zusman the father of Moshe Grossbard, 

Chaim* the father of Bluma Grossbard and their son Zusman, I thought that it will be easy to 

search a small town like Luoke with less then 200 families, I also asked about Kybarciai, the 

assumed birth place of Nachum Magid. 

Their reply was fast, yes, they have files on Grossbard family in Luoke, but in order to open 

them there is an initial payment of 150 US$, afterwards there is a payment for each document 

and for the translation, but they are still working now on requests from June 2004. 

As for Kybarciai, no one heard of that place, maybe it does not exist any more, I sent them 

the map that I have, in the hope that they will find some information about this village.  

I transferred the money at once and asked to try speeding up my request. 

 

*Chaim can’t be the only name of Bluma’s father, Chaim means life in Hebrew. Jews add it to  

a child’s name that was born after a child died in the family as a virtue for life (see page 81).  

The same goes for the name Alter, Alter means in Yiddish older, this name is added to            

a child’s name when he is very sick, wishing him to live to an old age (see pages 107,140).  

 

At last the Lithuanian State Archive had found Kybarciai “There was a village Kybarciai in the 

Siauliai region, we think your grandfather Nachum Magid was born in this village, 

unfortunately our collection of Jewish records for this region is not complete”. 

Nevertheless some records for David Grossbard’s family were found in the State Archive.  

 

 

 

Death registration by the Rabbinate of Shavill for Rachel Grossbard a Jew and Lithuanian 

Citizen, widow of David Grossbard, who died on Aug. 11th 1928 in Klaipeda (Memel) from 

heart disease, she was buried in Kurshan Jewish Cemetery on Aug. 12th 1928 
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Birth certificates of the daughters of Arie Grossbard and lea nee Garb. 

 

 

 

Sara Grossbard, born in Zemaiciu Kalvarija, Lithuania on June 4th, 1920. 

 

 

 

 

Dveire (Dora) Grossbard, born in Kurshan, Lithuania on Aug. 2nd, 1922 

 

 

 

 

Aviva Grossbard, born in Mazeikiai, Lithuania on Jan. 21st, 1928 
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In this edition, due to the help of many of you, I added an enormous amount of new names to 

every branch of our family, thank you. Nevertheless there are still some names that I could 

not come up with, these are people that for some reason or another, maintained no relations 

with their families, and by now their names are forgotten maybe one day we’ll find them.           

 

Special thanks go to the people who helped me most with my research, but to my 

regret they are no longer with us. 

 

 

 

 

 

Blume Lurie 

Died on September 18, 2005, age 91 

 

 

 

 

  

Rabbi Catriel David Kaplin 

Died May 13, 2006, age 74 in London, he was buried the next day in the Cemetery on 

Mount of Olives Jerusalem, were his father Rabbi Noach Kaplin and his great 

grandfather         Rabbi Nachum Magid are Buried.   
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Inter marriages and assimilation in our family. 

 

When I began my research, such a situation did not go through my mind.  

 

This page was not meant to criticize, I simply wanted to point that this issue is part of our 

family also, but it should not disturb the good family relations as I found during my research 

 

I was born and lived most of my life in Israel and although we did not maintain a religious way 

of living in our home, it did not occur to me that such possibilities exist. 

 

Since childhood in Palestine we dreamed for the establishment of a Jewish State, from the 

kindergarten and through school we brought a penny every Friday for the J.N.F box in order 

to buy more land for the future state, as we grew we participated in demonstrations for the 

establishment of our state, girls who dated none Jews were shaved and in most cases had to 

leave the country, they were considered as lost for their families. 

 

It was difficult for us to understand why Jews did remain in Europe and did not come to 

Palestine while it was possible in the 1920’s and 30’s. My grandfather wanted to come since 

his children lived here but he did not make it, he passed away in 1937, after his death my 

grandmother refused to come over, she said that she was committed to live among her 

community and that no one will arm her, soon after the Germans entered the town and with 

the aid of the Polish who lived there, they rounded the Jews and shot them. My maternal 

grandfather came to NYC in the early 30’s, this Polish educated gentleman did not like the 

disrespect and behavior of the people whom he met, he returned to Europe to his Polish 

friends whom he  was so proud of and trusted them, they helped him to his death. 

 

The above is my own story; I heard the same from too many people who would not give up 

the comforts and way of living in exchange for life in the wilderness among Arabs in Palestine.  

 

During the first years of my research, I concentrated on the generations that were born before 

WWI, during that period I found about a handful of religious conversion or intermarriages in 

our family. As from the 1950’s I found a slow increase of this effect, it became stronger during 

the last two decades, I think that around 10% out of the 2500 names that I listed in the family 

tree are involved in intermarriages, but only very few had converted. 

 

I spoke and corresponded with many of them, they were very kind and helpful, they were 

interested in the history of our family for themselves and for their future generations, they’ll 

each have a copy of my work as well as you all. I only had one un-pleasant experience,         

a young woman from the Fisher family wrote to me that her husband and her children do not 

want to be mentioned in the family tree, and my reply was I’ll omit your name as well. 
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The family during the Holocaust 

 

I searched the entire database of the Holocaust in “Yad Vashem” for names of members of 

our family, in some of the cases, when I typed a family name and name of town, I got the 

entire information, and in other cases the reply was the name of mother or father and number 

of children killed but no names, those we’ll never know. 

 

Sample of registration forms from the Archive of “Yad Vashem” 

 

 

From top: My grandmother Masha Mindel Kaplan, Rabinowitz Yente daughter of Rachel 

and Yoseph Shiffman, Chaya Sara Leibowitz daughter of Lea and Shlomo Shiffman and 

Etta Raus daughter of Abraham and Sara Bloomberg. 

 

Members of their families had submitted the Forms. 
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The family of Lea & Shlomo Shiffman was nearly wiped out, and so were the families of my 

grandmother, Masha Mindel Kaplan, Abraham Bloomberg lost his daughter Etta Raus and 

two grand daughters, David Grossbard lost his son Arie with wife and child and Rachel 

Shiffman lost her daughter Yente Rabinowitz with almost her entire family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chaya Sara Leibowitch was the only daughter of Lea & Shlomo Shiffman 

 


